We are interested in the experimental characterization of the Hofstadter butterfly by means of acoustical waves. The transmission of an acoustic pulse through an array of 60 variable and resonant scatterers periodically distribued along a waveguide is studied. An arbitrary scattering arrangement is realized by using the variable length of each resonator cavity. For a periodic modulation, the structures of forbidden bands of the transmission reproduce the Hofstadter butterfly. We compare experimental, analytical, and computational realizations of the Hofstadter butterfly and we show the influence of the resonances of the scatterers on the structure of the butterfly.
Introduction
The Hofstadter butterfly is well known since the work of Hofstadter on the electron transmission through a two-dimensional ordered lattice perturbed by a perpendicularly applied uniform magnetic field [1] . Few experimental attempts have been made to observe signatures of this phenomenon in two-dimensional electron systems [2, 3, 4] . Recently, an experimental electromagnetic realization of the Hofstadter butterfly was done by studying the transmission of microwaves through an array of 100 scatterers inserted into a waveguide when the modulation length of this unidimensional periodic lattice changed [5] . These authors used cylindrical scatterers introduced into a rectangular microwave waveguide. In this study, the stopbands were produced by Braggs reflection on the transmission spectra and the illustration of the Hofstadter butterfly exhibited self-similar structures.
In the present paper, we study the transmission of an acoustic pulse through a lattice composed of an assembly of variable Helmholtz resonators that are the scatterers [6] . A particularity of this work is the use of scatterers that can exhibit resonant scattering at wavelength much larger then the scatterers (well known examples of Helmholtz resonators are the bottle of wine that have resonances for frequencies corresponding to wavelengths of the order of the meter). The resonators are uniformly distributed along a cylindrical waveguide. Each Helmholtz resonator is constituted by two cylindrical tubes which play the role of neck and cavity of the resonator. The length of the Helmholtz cavity is a variable parameter and the lattice spacing constant d between each resonator is fixed.
The propagation of sound wave into a tunnel with a periodic array of Helmholtz resonators has been already studied [7] and different kinds of stopband appear in the transmission coefficient. In addition to Bragg stopbands caused by the spatial periodicity of the lattice, resonances of the Helmholtz resonator create other "stopping bands" called scatterer stopbands which are non-existent in [5] . We show that a realization of the Hofstadter butterfly is obtained experimentally with acoustic waves. The effects of the scatterer stopbands are examined. Experimental work is completed by an analytical and a numerical analysis, and all show self-similar structure.
Theory of the propagation into a lattice
We study a monochromatic pressure wavep(x,t) with the formp(x,t) = p(x)e jωt where ω is the wave pulsation. A cylindrical waveguide with Helmholtz resonators connected axially constitutes the one-dimensional lattice. In this lattice, the pressure p(x) is solution of the following equation [8] ,
where k = ω/c, σ n = − jωρ s i S Y n with s i and S the derivation and the main tube areas respectively ( fig. 1) , ρ is the density of air and c is the celerity of the wave. Y n is the admittance of the n th resonator placed at x = x n , defined by Y n = v(x n )/p(x n ) = v n /p n where p(x n ) and v(x n ) are respectively the pressure and the acoustic velocity at x = x n . The solutions of eq. (1) are found by the transfer matrix method. In the region x n ≤ x ≤ x n+1 , which determines the n th cell, the solutions of eq. (1) are separated into two plane waves with opposite propagation direction associated with the amplitudes A n and
The propagation through one cell is described by
with d n = x n+1 − x n . For a finite lattice which is composed of N resonators, the wave propagation is described by (A n B n ) t = ∏ The resolution of the eigenvalue problem for the matrix M n allows us to find the structure of the transmission (allowed and forbidden bands). By setting λ ± = e ± jqd for the eigenvalues, the dispersion relation takes the form
where q is called the Bloch wave number. The transmission of the lattice is determined by the value of cos(qd) : if cos(qd) belongs to [−1, 1], the wave propagates into the system; in contrast, when cos(qd) belongs to ] − ∞, −1] or [1, +∞[, the wave is exponentially damped and the lattice is completely opaque to the wave.
Determination of Helmholtz resonator admittance Y
To determine the impedance of a Helmholtz resonator, we need to a relation pressure p and velocity v between the entrance (E) and the end (F) of the resonator ( fig. 1 ). Applying classical lossless plane wave technique it is found that
where Z i c and Z c c are respectively the characteristic impedance of neck and cavity, l i and l c are respectively the length of the neck and the length of the volume cavity, and subscripts E and F refer to entrance and end of the resonator. ∆l represents the added length to the neck due to the discontinuity of the sections. This length takes generally the form [9] 
where r i is the radius of the neck. Because the Helmholtz resonator is closed, the boundary condition at the end of the resonator is v F = 0. Eliminating p F in the eq. (4), the acoustic impedance Z = p E /v E seen from the entry (at the point E) is given by the following relation :
Because of resonances, it is very important to take into account the losses. The theory with losses [10] is used in the eq. (5) 
Description of the experimental apparatus
In the experiment, a cylindrical waveguide with an inner radius r = 2.5 10 −2 m was used. 60 Helmholtz resonators were periodically located along this waveguide and the lattice spacing between each resonator was d = 0.1 m. Each resonator was composed by a neck (cylindrical tube with an inner area S i = 7, 85 .10 −5 m 2 and a length l i = 2 .10 −2 m) and a variable length cavity (cylindrical tube with an inner area S c = 7, 85 .10 −3 m 2 and a maximum length l c = 16.5 .10 −2 m) as described in the fig. 1 . The sound source was a loudspeaker with special design placed at one end of the main tube . Two microphones (BK 4136) measured the pressure at each end of the cylindrical waveguide. We measured in the frequency range where only the first mode can propagate, starting from 0 Hz up to the first cutoff frequency f c01 = 4, 061 kHz, where the propagation of the first higher mode becomes possible.
For the experimental realization of the butterfly a periodic modulation of the lengths of the cavity resonators was applied with the period length as a parameter. The modulation of this lattice is given by the variation of the cavity length of the n th resonator
where α = p m , with p, m ∈ N. We replace this cosinusoidal variation by a rectangular one (in the same manner as [5] ):
In the experiment we choose l c = 16.5 10 −2 m and α 0 = 0. It is important for the experiment to use a rectangular setup and not a sinusoidal otherwise the stopbands would destroy the butterfly.
Signal analysis
To investigate the experimental results, we used a time-frequency method. It maps the time domain signal (the square of the amplitude) in the time-frequency plane. In this way, it is possible to know the arrival time of each frequency present in the input signal and to determine a "transfer function" of the acoustical system. The Wigner-Ville [11] distribution defined as
where z x (t) is the analytical signal [12] (associated to the real signal z(t)) is certainly the most widely studied time-frequency methods. To reduce the cross terms (interferences) between different components of the signal, we used the Pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution PW given by :
where h(τ) is the temporal rectangular window with a length τ. This method gives the acoustical response of the lattice in the time-frequency plane by using a source pulse. We determined the transmission spectra by detecting the maximum of energy for each frequency upstream and downstream the lattice. The transmission was deduced from the "transfer function" (in energy) defined as the fraction of transmitted and incident energy. Using a pulse source, this method avoids seeing, in the transmission spectra, oscillations phenomena caused by the finite number of cells [13] . The pulse source prevents this phenomena, which would destroy the Hofstadter butterfly structure, when the propagation time along a cell is greater than the pulse duration [14] . The fig. 2 shows a comparison between these two sorts of processing method : a classical way (Fourier transform) using a shirp source and the previous one using the pseudo distribution of Wigner-Ville and a pulse source. It illustrates the oscillations in the transmission coefficient and shows the influence of the source on the transmission spectra.
Analytic determination of the Hofstadter butterfly
The periodic rectangular modulation implies only two values for the cavity length of each Helmholtz resonator. When this length vanishes, the resonator effects on the propagation are completely invisible in the frequency range of interest. When α is written as α = 1/m, the lattice is periodic with a period length d ′ = d/α = md. In this case, analytical points of the Hofstadter butterfly can be found in the ( f , α) plane. 
The effects of the scatterers are present in the term θ and the resonance frequencies imply its divergence. These divergences perturb branches structure of the butterfly around these resonance frequencies and "break" the butterfly structure as presented in the fig. 3 and 4 for f = 283 Hz, f = 1120 Hz, f = 2240 Hz and f = 3360 Hz (each band corresponds to a resonance of the resonator). The resolution of the eq. (8) 
Results
The transfer function between the end and the beginning of the lattice, in the frequency range [0, 4000] Hz which is corresponding to two π-Bragg bands, was measured. We fig. 5c where p = 13 and m = 40). The attenuation phenomenon added to the finite dimension of the lattice and the presence of stopbands due to resonance's scatterers induce that some subbands are missing in the spectra presented in the fig. 5 .
To obtain a view of the Hofstadter butterfly, the transfer functions for different values of the modulation parameter α are plotted together on a plane building with the frequency (abscise axe) and α belonging to [0, 1] (ordinate axe). The spectra are converted to a grey scale ( fig. 3 and 4 ) and the part between [0.5, 1] is obtained by reflection.
In fig. 3a two π-Bragg bands are seen and two Hofstadter butterflies are complete. The structure of the butterflies is broken by the resonances of the resonators and some The self-similar structure of the butterfly is also observed. The simulated butterfly ( fig. 4) , building with 100 different arrangements of the scatterers, exhibits more selfsimilar structures than the experimental results. The depth of the self-similar structures is depending on the number of modulation used to map the Hofstadter butterfly. The simulation allows to observe with a high definition some fine details of the Hofstadter butterfly and to analyze more precisely the effects of the scatterer resonances. It seems that the presence of scatterer stopbands (the first and the second stopbands) breaks the modulation influence by diverting the different branches of the butterfly. It implies that the structure is self-similar only in the region between the scatterer stopbands. This phenomena is also observed with the experimental results for the main branch of the butterfly ( fig. 3b ).
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